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ABSTRACT

Context. GALEXdetected a signi�cant fraction of early-type galaxies, in particular S0s, showing Far-UV bright structures, sometimes
involving an entire galaxy out to its outskirts. These features suggest the presence of either recent, ongoing and/or prolonged star
formation episodes, shedding new light on the evolution of these systems.
Aims. We aim at understanding the evolutionary path[s] of these early-type galaxies and the mechanisms at the origin of their UV-
bright structures. We investigate with a multi� approach the link between the inner and the outer galaxy regions of a set of eleven
early-type galaxies selected because of their nearly passive stage of evolution in the nuclear region.
Methods. This paper, second of a series, focuses on the information coming from the comparison between UV features detected by
Swift-UVOT, tracing recent star formation, and the galaxy optical structure mapping older stellar populations. We performed a surface
photometric study of these early-type galaxies, observed withSwift-UVOTUV �lters, W2 2030Å � 0, M2 2231Å� 0, W1 2634Å� 0, and
UBV bands. BVRI photometry from other sources in the literature is also used. Our integrated magnitude measurements have been
analyzed and compared with corresponding values in the literature. We characterize the overall galaxy structure best �tting the UV
and optical luminosity pro�les using a single Sérsic law.
Results. NGC 1366, NGC 1426, NGC 3818, NGC 3962 and NGC 7192 show featureless luminosity pro�les. Excluding NGC 1366
which has a clear edge-on disk (n � 1 � 2), and NGC 3818, the remaining three have Sérsic's indicesn � 3 � 4 in optical and a
lower index in the UV. Bright ring/arm-like structures are revealed by UV images and luminosity pro�les of NGC 1415, NGC 1533,
NGC 1543, NGC 2685, NGC 2974 and IC 2006. The ring/arm-like structures are di� erent from galaxy to galaxy. Sérsic indices of
UV pro�les for those galaxies are in the rangen = 1:5 � 3 both in S0s and in galaxies classi�ed as "bona �de" ellipticals, such as
NGC 2974 and IC 2006. We notice that in our sample optical Sérsic indices are usually larger than in the UV ones. (M2-V) color
pro�les are bluer in ring/arm-like structures with respect to the galaxy body.
Conclusions. The lower values of Sersic's indices in the UV bands with respect to optical ones, suggesting the presence of a disk,
point out that the role of the dissipation cannot be neglected in recent evolutionary phases of these early-type galaxies.

Key words. Galaxies: elliptical and lenticular, cD – Galaxies: individuals: NGC 1366, NGC 1415, NGC 1426, NGC 1533, NGC
1543, NGC 2685, NGC 2974, NGC 3818, NGC 3962, NGC 7162, IC 2006 – Galaxies: fundamental parameters – ultraviolet: galaxies
– Galaxies: evolution

1. Introduction

The combination of the Far-UV view provided byGAlaxy Evo-
lution EXplorer (GALEX hereafter) (Martin et al. 2005) with
the Sloan Digital Sky Survey (SDSS hereafter) (Stoughton et
al. 2002) has greatly undermined the classical view of early-
type galaxies (Es+S0s=ETGs hereafter) as passively evolving
galaxies. Statistical studies (e.g. Kaviraj et al. 2007; Schawinski
et al. 2007) found that about 30% of massive ETGs show re-
cent/ongoing star formation, with the largest incidence in galax-
ies located in low density environments. Only a small percentage
of cluster ETGs,� 5/9%, shows the classical UV up-turn due to
evolved, rising-branch stars whereas� 27/43% shows recent star
formation (Yi et al. 2011; Hernández-Pérez & Bruzual 2014, re-
spectively).

In color magnitude diagrams, built with SDSS andGALEX
magnitudes, galaxies in clusters show a strong morphological

segregation: Spirals lie in the blue cloud while ETGs are mainly
located in the red sequence (e.g. Yi et al. 2005; Wyder et al.
2007). However, an intermediate area, called "Green Valley",

exists, irrespective of the environment. Recently, Mazzei et al.
(2014a) provided a description of the galaxy photometric and
morphological evolution in the (NUV � r) vs: Mr color magni-
tude diagram (CMD) plane applying a SPH code with chemo-
photometric implementation to ETGs in the LeoII cloud. Major
merging as well as galaxy-galaxy interaction are the mechanisms
required to match the global properties of such ETGs. The sim-
ulations show that these galaxies spend between 3 to 5 Gyr, de-
pending on their luminosity, crossing the Green Valley before
they reach the red sequence and that rejuvenation episodes are
more frequent in the less massive ETGs.

GALEXrevealed that ETGs with signatures of recent accre-
tion episodes, like shell structures, may have a "rejuvenated" nu-
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Table 1.General properties of the sample

Galaxy Morpho. Type MK � PA D M(HI) Group � xyz
ident. RSA [deg] [Mpc] 109M � name [gal Mpc� 3]
NGC 1366 S01(8) -2.3� 0.7 -22.59 0.54 3.8 21.1� 2.1 < 1:0 Fornax Eridanus Cloud 0.16
NGC 1415 Sa/SBa late 0.5� 1.3 -23.47 0.59 141.2 22.7� 1.5 0.9 " 0.80
NGC 1426 E4 -4.8� 0.5 -23.22 0.32 112.5 24.1� 2.4 . . . " 0.66
NGC 1533 SB02(2)/SBa -2.5� 0.6 -23.97 0.37 148.9 21.4� 2.1 7:4a Dorado cloud 0.89
NGC 1543 RSB02=3(0)/a -2.0� 0.8 -24.04 0.77 93.8 20.0� 2.0 0.8 " 0.95
NGC 2685 S03(7) pec -1.0� 0.8 -22.64 0.46 38.0 16.0 3.0b Ursa Major South Spur 0.13
NGC 2974 E4 -4.2� 1.2 -25.42 0.38 44.0 21.5� 2.2 0.7c Lynx Cloud 0.26
NGC 3818 E5 -4.6� 0.8 -23.94 0.37 95.9 36.3� 3.6 . . . Crater Cloud 0.20
NGC 3962 E1 -4.8� 0.4 -25.07 0.28 10.0 35.3� 3.5 2.8d " 0.32
NGC 7192 S02(0) -3.9� 0.7 -24.37 0.05 9.9 37.8� 3.8 < 0:7d Pavo Indus Spur 0.28
IC 2006 E1 -4.2� 0.9 -23.04 0.17 34.8 20.2� 2.0 0.3 Fornax Eridanus Cloud 0.82

The morphology (col. 2) is from the Sandage & Tammann (1987) catalog. The morphological type, T (col. 3), the ellipticity,� (col. 5), and
the position angle, PA (col. 6), are derived fromHyperleda (Makarov et al. 2014) with the exclusion of NGC 7192 which is taken from the
CGS atlas. The Ks absolute magnitude (col. 4) is from 2MASS. The adopted Distances (col. 7) are derived from the Extragalactic Distance
Database (Tully et al. 2009). The HI masses (col. 8) are obtained using the distance in col. 7 and �uxes fromNEDand the following references:
a Ryan-Weber, Webster & Starvely-Smith (2003);bJózsa et al. (2009);c Kim et al. (1988);d Serra & Oosterloo (2010). The Group identi�cation
(col. 9) and the local galaxy density,� xyz (col. 10), i.e. the density of galaxies brighter than MB= � 16 mag, are from Tully (1988).

cleus in the Far-UV (Rampazzo et al. 2007; Marino et al. 2009).
This agrees with results from the study of Lick spectroscopic
indices by Longhetti et al. (2000) and Annibali et al. (2007),
concerning ages within re=8, i.e. in the nuclear region, and, more
recently, from mid-infrared (MIR hereafter)Spitzer -IRS spec-
tral analysis within� 2-3 re=8. This latter highlights, in a large
fraction of ETGs, the role of Polycyclic Aromatic Hydrocarbon
features (PAHs) as tracers of episodes of star formation with ages
in the range between 1 and 2.5 Gyr, with the exact values de-
pending on the metallicity. This look-back time corresponds to a
redshiftz . 0:2 (Bressan et al. 2006; Kaneda et al. 2008; Vega
et al. 2010; Panuzzo et al. 2011; Rampazzo et al. 2013; Nanni et
al. 2013).

Furthermore, ETGs can show Far-UV bright extended struc-
tures (e.g. rings, arm-like features, tails), sometimes completely
distinct in shape from the optical galaxy body, and often associ-
ated to HI emission (Jeong 2009; Thilker et al. 2010; Marino et
al. 2011c,a; Salim & Rich 2010; Rampazzo et al. 2011; Salim et
al. 2012). Simulations suggest that such UV bright ring/arm-like
structures can be either a transient product of a major merger
(Mazzei et al. 2014a) or can result from the accretion of a small,
gas rich companion (Mapelli et al. 2015). Both observations and
simulations concur in indicating thatgalaxy-scale rejuvenation
processesoccur at least in some ETGs, likely fed by either resid-
ual or freshly accreted gas.

This paper, the second of a series based onSwift (Gehrels
et al. 2004; Citterio et al. 1994; Burrows et al. 2005) multi-
wavelength (XRT + UVOT) observations, is dedicated to tracing
signatures of recent evolution in nearby ETGs. The sample in-
cludes only the eleven galaxies in Trinchieri et al. (2015, Pa-
per I hereafter) observed bySwift. Here, we examine the Near-
UV (NUV hereafter) galaxy structures revealed byUVOT. Galax-
ies are selected because of the nearly passive stage of evolution
of their nuclear region (Rampazzo et al. 2013). Most of these
galaxies, which from the spectrum of their nucleus may be con-
sidered as templates ofnearly-deadETGs, reveal a manifold of
bright and peculiar structures in our NUVSwift-UVOTimages
(Figure 7 of Paper I).What does NUV tell us about their story?
Is there a common evolutionary framework for these apparently
di� erent galaxies?The comparison between the NUV, tracing
recent episodes of star formation, and the optical spatial struc-

tures, mapping older stellar populations, might provide indica-
tions about the formation mechanisms of the NUV-bright struc-
tures linking recent and past ETGs evolutionary scenarios. The
study of the galaxy structures has recently developed through the
multi-wavelength comparison of the Sérsic indices derived from
the analysis of the luminosity pro�les. Vulcani et al. (2014) �t-
ted with a single Sérsic law a set of bands, fromu to H, of a
low redshift galaxy sample taken from theGalaxy And Mass As-
sembly (GAMA)survey. They examined both late-type galaxies
and ETGs, i.en < 2:5 andn > 2:5 in their de�nition. Late-types
show an increase of the Sérsic index with the wavelength (see
also Kennedy et al. 2016) unlike ETGs for whichn is almost
constant (see also La Barbera et al. 2010). They concluded that
the variation of the Sérsic index with wavelength is connected
with the presence of the disk and likely connected to a radial
variation of stellar populations and/or dust reddening. We aim to
extend to NUV, so far unexplored, such analysis using ourSwift-
UVOTdata set.

The paper plan is the following. In Section 2 we recall our
sample and in Section 3 we described observations and the re-
duction techniques adopted. Di� culties in an accurate surface
brightness analysis ofUVOTdata are reviewed as well as the
reduction packages adopted. Results, presented in Section 4,
mainly consider the comparison between the NUV and the op-
tical spatial light distribution. The discussion in the light of the
literature is given in Section 5. Finally, Section 6 summarizes
our results and conclusions.

2. The sample

Table 1 presents the general characteristics of our ETG sample.
The Table does not include NGC 1209, present in Paper I, since
the galaxy does not haveSwift observations. All galaxies are
ETGs according to their classi�cation of col.s 2 and 3. A tran-
sition case between early and later types is NGC 1415 whose
classi�cation has, however, a large uncertainty. Their absolute
Ks magnitude range (col. 4),� 25:42 � MKs � � 22:59, suggests
a large interval in the stellar mass and col. 8 indicates that these
ETGs are gas rich on average, with HI masses of the order of 109

M � . Columns 9 and 10 refer to their environmental properties.
The range of the local densities, 0:13 � � xyz (gal Mpc� 3) � 0:95
is large, but in general they are in a relatively poor environment.
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Galaxies a� liated to the Fornax cluster and the Eridanus cloud
are peripheral enough that they are located in regions with densi-
ties typical of groups. Adopted distances from the Extragalactic
Distance Database (Tully et al. 2009), quoted in column 7, have
uncertainties of about 10%.

The sample includes only galaxies selected because in their
nuclear region, 2-3� re/8 , their MIR spectral classes range from
2 to 0 (Rampazzo et al. 2013, and references therein). MIR
classes (Panuzzo et al. 2011) describe the spectral characteris-
tics of the nuclear regions. The class-2 spectra show atomic and
molecular emission lines plus PAHs features with anomalous
inter-band ratios; the class 1 spectra show emission lines with-
out PAHs, while class 0 spectra are characterized only by the
silicate emission at� � 10 � m and the� � 18 � m from evolved
stars. Bressan et al. (2006) show that class 0 spectra characterize
passively evolving nuclei. The sample avoids class 3 spectra. At
odds with class 2, class 3 spectra show normal PAHs inter-band
ratios, typical of star forming galaxies, like Spirals. The sample
does not include also class 4 spectra. These spectra di� er from
class 2 ones because they are dominated by a hot dust contin-
uum and sometimes show high ionization lines, both signatures
indicating the presence of an AGN. Summarizing, the class 2
-1 nuclear spectra of our ETGs are consistent with traces of a
past star formation as well as a possible residual AGN activity
(see also Vega et al. 2010) while those of class 0 correspond to a
passively evolving stellar population.

According to the galaxy morphology, presented for each
band in Figure 7 of Paper I, the sample can be divided into
two sets. NGC 1366, NGC 1426, NGC 3818, NGC 3962 and
NGC 7192 do not show remarkable feature both in the opti-
cal nor in the NUV bands. The remaining six ETGs, namely
NGC 1415, NGC 1533, NGC 1543, NGC 2685, NGC 2974 and
NGC IC 2006, show bright, sometimes peculiar, ring/arm-like
features in the NUV �lters.

3. Observations and data reduction

UVOTis a 30 cm telescope in theSwift platform operating
both in imaging and spectroscopy modes (Roming et al. 2005).
We observed our ETGs in imaging in all six available �lters,
W2 (� 0 2030), M2 (� 0 2231),W1 (� 0 2634),U (� 0 3501), B
(� 0 4329),V (� 0 5402). Description of the �lters, PSFs (FWHM
200:92 for W2, 200:45 for M2, 200:37 for W1, 200:37 for U, 200:19 for
B, 200:18 for V), and calibrations are discussed in Breeveld et al.
(2010, 2011).

UVOTdata obtained in imaging mode with a 2x2 binning,
resulting in 1.004"/pixel, were processed using the procedure
described inhttp:// www.swift.ac.uk/analysis/uvot/ .
We combined all the images taken in the same �lter for each
galaxy in a single image usingUVOTSUMto improve the S/N and
to enhance the visibility of NUV features of low surface bright-
ness.

The �nal data set therefore containsW2, M2, W1, U, B, V
images for each galaxy observed withSwift, as we discuss be-
low. The �nal exposure times per image are di� erent since we
complied with the request of preserving the lifetime of the �l-
ter wheel and we therefore observed as much as possible in the
�lter-of-the-day. Total exposure times, already given in Table 3
of Paper I, are reported in Table 2 for convenience.

We used the photometric zero points provided by Breeveld et
al. (2011) for convertingUVOTcount rates to the AB magnitude
system (Oke 1974):zpW2 = 19.11� 0.03, zpM2 = 18.54� 0.03,
zpW1 = 18.95� 0.03,zpU = 19.36� 0.02,zpB = 18.98� 0.02 and
zpV = 17.88� 0.01.

UVOTis a photon counting instrument and, as such, is sub-
ject to coincidence loss when the throughput is high, whether
due to background or source counts, which may result in an un-
dercounting of the �ux. This e� ect is a function of brightness of
the source and a� ects the linearity of the detector. TheU, B and
V �lters are the most a� ected although coincidence loss can be
present also in NUV �lters. In case of our binning, Hoversten et
al. (2011, and reference therein) calculates that count rates less
than 0.028 counts s� 1 pixel� 1 are a� ected by at most 1% due to
coincidence loss. We checked the presence of coincidence loss
on all our images. As an example we show the count rates of
NGC 1543 in the NUV and optical bands in Figure 1. The NUV
�lters UVW2, UVM2 andUVW1 are almost free from coinci-
dence loss e� ects. We veri�ed that inUVW1, the most a� ected
of the NUV �lters, the region is restricted to a few pixels cen-
tered on the galaxy nucleus. For instance in the case of NGC
1415 the level of the 0.028 counts s� 1 pixel� 1 in theUVW1 �lter
is exceeded in two pixels at the opposite sides of the innermost
annulus revealed.

Coincidence loss e� ects can be corrected in the case of point
sources (Poole et al. 2008; Breeveld et al. 2010). For extended
sources a correction process has been performed for NGC 4449,
a Magellanic-type irregular galaxy with bright star forming re-
gions, by Karczewski et al. (2013). Even though their whole �eld
is a� ected, the authors calculate that the statistical and system-
atic uncertainties in their total �uxes amount to� 7-9% overall,
for the NUV and the optical bands. Based on these results, we
decided not to apply any correction for coincidence loss to our
optical data.

Table 2.Total exposure times in theUVOT�lters

Galaxy W2 M2 W1 U B V
Ident. [s] [s] [s] [s] [s] [s]
NGC 1366 13483 11825 3597 8627 1112 1112
NGC 1415 23990 18595 22887 14857 1607 1562
NGC 1426 9924 5744 11179 5765 544 544
NGC 1533 7412 7220 5607 13198 1848 1848
NGC 1543 17414 29743 20155 15133 1922 1575
NGC 2685 7838 6517 6456 783 783 783
NGC 2974 16495 6709 3548 7689 1082 1082
NGC 3818 10616 8497 3296 15392 424 233
NGC 3962 8487 11333 10490 6699 808 792
NGC 7192 6927 15313 6163 6787 987 987
IC 2006 12014 6238 4992 11181 1431 1338

We considered the presence of instrumental scattered light
that, in the NUV �lters, may cover the whole frame, and of the
light scattered from stars (e.g. Hodges-Kluck & Bregman 2014).
This latter may produce ghost-images: for particularly bright
stars, a ring pattern is produced. The most a� ected frames by
both e� ects are theW2 andW1 �lters of NGC 1366 (see § 4.4).
Our images are the sum of several (dithered and rotated) frames.
This sum tends to smooth out large-scale inhomogeneities in the
�nal frame. Our targets, however, cover a limited portion of the
170� 170of theUVOT�eld of view. The background, although not
homogeneous due to the above factors, can be well evaluated
around each object.

Surface photometry has been performed using theELLIPSE
(Jedrzejewski 1987) �tting routine in theSTSDASpackage of
IRAF, increasing the size of the apertures logarithmically. Fore-
ground and background objects have been removed substituting
them with the surrounding background using the IRAF task
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Fig. 1. UVOT count rate images of NGC 1543 by �lter (see composite images in Figure 7 for reference). Following Hoversten et al. (2011)
non-white areas have a count rate higher than 0.028 counts s� 1 pixel� 1 which indicates that coincidence loss e� ects are larger than 1% in images
binned 2� 2. U, B, V images appear a� ected by coincidence loss e� ects, although at few percent level. At odds, NUV images are una� ected (see
text).

Fig. 2. Our apparentW2, M2, andW1 integrated magnitudes are compared with those derived by Hodges-Kluck & Bregman (2014) (galaxies+
halo) for the galaxies in common.

IMEDIT. Ghosts of bright stars remain a serious problem for an
accurate surface photometry. Since the problem arises only in
the images (W1 andW2 bands) of NGC 1366, we have masked
them in the same way. To secure a reliable background mea-
sure, we performed the measurement well beyond the galaxy
emission.ELLIPSEprovides the semi-major axis lengths (a)
the surface brightness (� ), the ellipticity (� ), the Position Angle
(PA) and the isophotal shape (a4=a). This term, labeledB4 in the
ELLIPSEtable, provides the deviation from the elliptical shape,
parametrized by the fourth cosine coe� cient of the Fourier
expansion of the residuals of the �tting procedure. The sign,
the absolute value, and the behaviour ofa4=a are indicative of
the boxyness (a4=a < 0) or diskyness (a4=a>0) of the isophotes
(Bender et al. 1989; Capaccioli, Caon & Rampazzo 1990;
Governato, Reduzzi & Rampazzo 1993).

From the surface brightness pro�les, we derived apparent
magnitudes integrating the surface brightness within elliptical
isophotes. Errors of the NUV and optical magnitudes where
estimated by propagating the statistical errors on the isophotal
intensity provided byELLIPSE. Our NUV and optical integrated
magnitudes, reported in Table 3, are not corrected for Galactic
extinction. NUV luminosity pro�les are provided in Table 4.

OpticalUVOTluminosity pro�les, in theV band for all galaxies
and, additionally, in theU, B bands for NGC 1366, NGC 2685
and NGC 3818, are also reported in Table 4. These pro�les will
be used to complete the structural analysis of our galaxies (see
details in Section 4.3).

4. Results

This section focuses on our main results, i.e. the comparison
of our estimatedSwift-UVOTintegrated magnitudes with those
available in the literature and the analysis of the NUV surface
brightness photometry of our ETGs .

4.1. Integrated magnitudes

In Figure 2 we show the comparison of our integrated NUV
magnitudes with those obtained by Hodges-Kluck & Bregman
(2014) for NGC 1426, NGC 2974 and NGC 3818. For con-
sistency we corrected our magnitudes for galactic extinction as
Hodges-Kluck & Bregman (2014), i.e. following Roming et al.
(2009).
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Fig. 3.Comparison between our apparent integratedU, B andV magnitudes and those in theHyperleda (top panels), the RC3 (de Vaucouleurs et
al. 1991) (mid panels) and the CGS (Ho et al. 2011; Li et al. 2011) (bottom panels) catalogues, respectively. Magnitudes are in the [AB] system.
Error bars of theHyperleda and the RC3U [AB] magnitudes account for additional� 0.23 magnitude to include the uncertainty in the conversion
from Vega to [AB] magnitudes. Magnitudes are not corrected for Galactic extinction.

OurW2 magnitudes are fully consistent with their estimates.
Our W1 magnitudes are about 1� brighter. M2 values show
the largest di� erences. Our data are almost 2� fainter than in
Hodges-Kluck & Bregman (2014) with the exception of NGC
3818 which is brighter. However, this di� erence cannot be due
to a ghost in our M2 images (Trinchieri et al. 2015, their Figure
7) or to the e� ect of scattered light which is negligible in the M2
�lter (Hodges-Kluck & Bregman 2014).

We compared our integratedU, B and V magnitudes with
the RC3 (de Vaucouleurs et al. 1991) andHyperleda 1 cata-
logues, after converting their integrated magnitudes in the AB-
system applying the following correction AB-Vega:V = � 0:01,
B = � 0:13, U = 0:79. As an additional source of compari-
son we use the integrated magnitudes provided by the Carnegie-
Irvine Galaxy Survey (CGS hereafter, Ho et al. (2011); Li et al.
(2011)). This B, V, R, I surface photometric study covers a sig-

1 http://leda.univ-lyon1.fr

ni�cant fraction of the present sample and has been performed
under good seeing conditions. The comparison is shown in Fig-
ure 3. Most of our integrated magnitudes are consistent, within
errors, with those of the RC3,Hyperleda , and the CGS. There
are some discrepant cases. OurB andV integrated magnitudes
of NGC 1366 and NGC 3818 are fainter than in the RC3 and
theHyperleda catalogues. We note that the NGC 1543B andV
integrated magnitude measures in the CGS are discrepant with
both the RC3 and theHyperleda magnitudes whose values, in
turn, agree with our measures. We estimate that the coincidence
loss in the central part of theV pro�le amounts to 0.1-0.2 mag at
most (see Table A2 of Karczewski et al. 2013).

We conclude that our NUV and optical integrated magni-
tudes in general agree with those literature. The in�uence of co-
incidence loss e� ect in our optical magnitudes are within esti-
mated photometric errors.
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